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SENIORS ENDORSE LOAN FUND
Any men wishing to be potential
donors of blood transfusions at the
Eastern Maine General Hospital
will please report at 23 Coburn,
Wednesday, February 24, from
2:00 to 4:00 p.m. The hospital is
desirous of adding a number of
names te their list. If there are
any que tions, see Dr. Young.

RUSHING CLIMAX REACHED AS
175 FRESHMEN OVE PLEDGES
Phi Gamma Delta Tops List with 18
Men. Number Pledging Smaller
Than for Several Years

MUSIC NIGHT TO
BE HELD FRIDAY

Pins were fastened on lapels, hands were shaken, congratulations
extended, and it was all over with over 175 members of the Class of
1935 having pledged themselves to nineteen fraternities on the campus
Tuesday evening. The vicinity of the freshman dormitories was a scene
of great hustle and bustle as delegates from the various houses laid in
waiting to pounce upon their prey. Phi Gamma Delta this year takes the
prize for receiving the largest number of pledges with eighteen. And
now that it's all over a great sigh of relief has been heaved by about live
hundred fraternity men, who have been on tenterhooks since the opening
of school last fall for fear that they would lose some of the men whom
they were determined to get.
Wcre

MASQUE TO GIVE
PLAY ON MAR. 3
Cast Is Announced for
"Ladies of the Jury"
As Next Staging
"Ladies of the Jury," is to be the third
Masque presentation of the current season.
This play, hailed by critics as one of the
outstanding comedy successes of recent
years. will be presented in Alumni Hall
on March 3. Mrs. Fiske, one of America's outstanding contemporary actresses,
chose this as her starring vehicle twl,
years ago.
Recently there have been many plays
based on the American jury system, most
(Ciintintird on Page Five)

President Will Deliver
Talk in Chapel Friday
Program in Commemoration of
200th Anniversary of Washington's
Birth Includes Music
This year being the bi-centenmal of the
birth of George Washington a celebration
in his honor will be held at Assembly in
Alumni Hall at nine-thirty tomorrow
morning. The address of the day will be
made by President Boardman who is a
great admirer of Washington and has
made a study of his life.
The remainder of the program will consist of music of the colonial period, rendered by a trio consisting of Stanley Cayting, violin, James Maxwell, 'cello, and
Miss Mary Hayford, piano, of Bangor.
and the dancing of a minuet, in colonial
costume, by Wilma Perkins and Dorothy
Sawyer, '35, Alfred McMichael, '33, and
Alfred Rinser, '34.

"Days and Nights In
Harlem" Will
Be Topic
Lowiwe Cullen, the outstanding negro

poet and one of the most accomplished lecturers and readers of poetry in America.
is to speak twice at the University next
Tuesday, February 23. At the regular assembly, at nine-thirty in the morning, he
will lecture on "Days and Nights in HarRaising funds to be used to further theilem," and at ses-en-thirty in the evening.
study of music at the University of Maine, under the auspices of the Contributors'
Delta Pi Kappa, honorary musical fra- Club, will read from his own poems and
ternity, will sponsor the annual Music those of other negro writers.
Night program in Alumni Hall tomorrow
Mr. Cullen was born in New York City,
night at seven-thirty. The program will and received his early education in its
open with an hour's concert by the Uni- public schools, graduating from DeWitt
versity of Maine Band, The University Clinton High School in 1922. In 1925 he
Orchestra, The University Chorus, and received his B.A. degree from New York
guest soloists Bessie Gray and Ruth Ha- University. He was elected to Phi Beta
mor. Following this concert a stag dance Kappa in the spring of that year, and in
will be held in the gymnasium with music the fall entered Harvard for his Masters'
by Smith Ames' eight piece orchestra.
degree, specializing in English Literature.
Admission to both the entertainment Later he was awarded a scholarship from
and dance will be fifty cents. Pat Loane, the Guggenheim Memorial Fund, which
president of Delta Pi Kappa, is chairman enabled him to spend a year in Europe in
of the committee in charge, and is assist- the study of literature and life.
ed by Frank Waterhouse, Clayton HardiHis works include "Color," "Copper
son, Rudolph 1Villiamson, Linwood Bow- Sun," "Caroling Dusk," "The Ballad of
en, Harold Doe, Donald Stewart, Fran- the Brown Girl" and "The Black Christ."
cis G. Ricker, and Harold Barrett.
They have received universal recognition.
The affair promises to be one of the His poems have appeared in "The Bookmost gala events of the year in its field.
(Continued on Page Five)

Program Promises To
Excel Others Given
Here This Year

The freshmen pledged as follows: •
Tau Epsilon Phi:
Arnold Kaplan, Roxbury, Mass.; Monte
Cohen, Winthrop, Mass.; Samuel Levy,
Calais; Earl Stone, Roxbury, Mass.;
Harold P. Nelson, Rumford; Myron
Finkelman, Portland.
Sigma Phi Sigma:
A. Hamilton Boothby.
Theta Chi:
II er schel O'Connell, Millinocket ;
Ralph J. Corrigan, Millinocket; Donald
L. Anderson, Caribou; Howard W. Hannigan, Amesbury, Mass.; George Corey,
Caribou; Paul D. Merriam, Owl's Head;
Maurice 1.. Hall, Rockland; William J.
If“land, Jr.. Portland; Ralph B. Hackett,
krby ; Donald J. Murphy, Bangor;
Thomas A. Viola, Orono; Robert H. Coffin. Ashland.
Alpha Tau Omega:
Joseph N. Connors, Jr., Springvale;
Paul W. Bean, Auburn; Robert D. Ames,
\Vest Hartford, Conn.; Richard P. Barstow, Auburn; Robert W. Hinckley, Blue; Russell A. Walton, Wellesley,
Mass.: Roger C. Williams, Brighton:
Samuel H. Reese. Wilmington, Del.;
Llewellyn M. Stearns, Middletown,
Conn.; Edward V. Haskell, New London.
,nn.; William R. Otis, Woodfords.
Delta Tau Delta:
Robert H. Littlefield, North Berwick
Edward Littlefield, Springvale; William
C. Halpine, Portland; Raymond H. GaiIcy, Portland; Angelo Miniutti, North
Berwick; Omar V. Butler, Dover-Foxcroft; Richard H. Captain, Montclair,
\..L; Josef S. Vim!, Warren.
Ikla Theta Pi:
George L. Cobb, Auburn; Richard W.
Estahrook, Portland; Walter L. Emerson, Lewiston; James W. Sanborn. Gorham; 1Vendall T. Smart, Bangor; Fred
C. Goodwin. Livermore Falls; Albert H.
i;albraith. Pleasant Plains, N.Y.; Henry
11. Brann. Augusta; Francis W. Wilde,
Bangor; Gridley W. Tarbell, Bangor;
Lewis A. Larsen. Bangor; Charles E.
Bicknell. Rockland; Sidney G. Briscoe,
prow; Edward L. Butler, Portland;
liorace S. Field, Dexter; Robert F.
itucknam. Dexter.
Sigma Nu:
(Confirmed on Page Five)

NEGRO POET TO Committee Appointed To
Campaign Among
SPEAK AT TUES. Launch
Student Body and Faculty
CHAPEL PERIOD

Tentative plans for a University wide student loan fund drive were
unanimously adopted yesterday noon at a meeting of the officers and
executive board of the Senior Class. This plan, first put forward by the
Student Senate a week ago, was laid before the class officer group before
definite steps were taken, and received the enthusiastic endorsement of the
entire group. The matter will next go to the Student Senate for final approval, and then to a meeting of the Senior Class, to be held next Thursday, to be voted upon. Other classes will then vote upon the matter in
order of seniority.

MAINE AND N. H.
DEBATE TONIGHT
Kaplan and Smith Will
Uphold Negative
For Maine

The debate between the University of
New Hampshire and the University of
Maine will take place tonight at 7;30 In
30 Coburn Hall. The question to be
debated is Resolved: That Congress
should enact legislation providing for the
centralized control of industry. (Constitutionaity waived). Maine will uphold the
negative. The speakers will be Arnold
Kaplan and Chester W. Smith. The New
Hampshire debaters, upholding the affirmative, will be Robert Ayres and William
Stearns.
The judges chosen are: Judge Albert G.
Averill, James W. Sewall, and Reverend
William F. Brown, all of Old Town. John
Students riia now park their cars, until Easter sacation, in the rear
Mee of the Psychology department, will
of the Arts and Sciences Building, according to an agreement reached act as chairman.
this week between I'resident Boardman. Frederick S. Youngs. treasurer of
the University. and the members of the Student Senate committee endeavoring to secure better parking arrangements.
Permission was granted President Boardman at the last meeting of
the Trusetes, February 4, to make such temporary changes as he saw
in providing for a better parking area for students until the return of dry
weather, This permission is temporary, however, and unless other titer,
are taken, students must again park th,rth of the athletic field after tilt
Easter vacation.
The student committee selected several weeks ago to apply to the
Trustees for better permanent arrangements is still functioning, and plans
Through the courtesy of the Strand
are being made to plead for a hearing at the next meeting of the Trustees,
Theatre
the 1931 football lettermen will
to be held in March.
be entertained at that theatre tonight at
new
arcareful
hearing
to
any
"The Trustees will be glad to give a
the showing of the U. S. C.—Tulane Rose
guments that can be advanced by the students in favor of a change." said Bowl game. Captain "Milt" Sims is asPresident Boardman. "I will be glad to carry any such message before sisting in making the arrangements.
Ever since movie magnates realized
a meeting of the Board."
that the public wanted action with their
Jove stories, there has been a seasonal
influx of football films. The necessary
(Continued on Page Five)

Parking Behind A & S Permitted

Boardman and Youngs Grant Privilege.
Trustees Gave 0.K. Two Weeks Ago

Rose Bowl Game To Be
Shown at Strand Thurs.
Maine Football Players Have Been
Invited To Witness Perforaance Free of Charge

Side Presented
Student
St
At Geneva Conference1LOAN

MEN WOULD PUT IN FREE BUS
In speaking before the Disarmament substituted juridicial control by the World
Conference where he represented the In- Court and executive action through the
LINE TO BANGOR IF PRESIDENT tercollegiate
Disarmament Council and League of Nations. If we are to evolve
It I were president of the University of
Maine would things stay just as they are
around here? No, siree, say the big hemen, there are a lot of things that should
be changed, and if I lived in the big white
house down by the library, I'd most certainly make things hum for a while.
The first man questioned offered the
,llowing suggestions:
1. It's terrible the way students have
scram from one end of the campus to
,af:,,ther every time the big gong rings. If
I were president I'd have busses to take
the students from one class to another.
2, Then men should be allowed to
smoke during classes. Quiets their nerves
—makes them more receptive to new
ideas!
3. Sunday is the problem day on this
ampus. There's never anything to do
hut sit around, twirl your thumbs, look
intelligent, and express your views on
various subjects such as war in China,
love. co-eds, etc.—Well. I'd build a new

Plan Now Under Consideration Would
Have Each Person Contribute to
Fund Controlled by Officials

Christian Movements of an international order out of anarchy we
theater on campus, and there'd be mo% les the Student
and the United States, must renounce nationalism and drastically
Britain
Great
evening.
and
afternoon
every Sunday
Green,
a Yale Senior, said in curtail the absolute sovereignty of states.
James
F.
The next man to express his views was,
part:
"Other speakers have much at stake;
a little more serious and we are inclined,
have even more for we literally are
precedwe
events
the
contemplating
"After
he's
a'
maybe,
to think that just perhaps,
ing the catastrophe of 1914, we remain fighting for our lives. It is my generation
little studious, too:
to surrender
I. A new chapel—with compulsory, unconvinced as to the wisdom of predeces- which will be called upon
all they consider worthwhile in life in
exercises twice a week. (Perhaps he was , 310r.S.
order to become targets for machine gun
thinking of the shortened hours, though— I "Fourteen years after the armistice the
to
bullets and victims of the latest poisonous
fail
period
that
of
heroism
glamor
and
well, $hat's an idea.)
gas.
2. Compulsory military for men should impress us, even when inscribed in gilt on
lost its
"It is young men and women of my age
be continued. It's an easy way to get two stone memorials. The sword has
commit suicide.
hours of credit—and, besides, the men brilliance; the helmets and shiny buttons who will be commanded to
are tarnished. In fact, the whole glori- It is my generation which will be requestneed the exercise.
crumbled into ed to destroy the best of human culture,
3. All men, fraternity men included. ous temple of Mars has
but we perhaps civilization itself, for causes which
should live in dormitories. (Weil. it ashes. We respect the war dead,
respon- future historians will discover to be erthose
judgment
of
question
the
after
and
else,
nothing
cheaper
if
would be
roneous, if not utterly stupid or actually
sible for their death.
all don't forget—the DEPIEssiox!)
vicious. We have thus lost interest in
4. I wouldn't have finals but there'd
being
prepared for cannon fodder.
Use
Slaughter
No
weeks.—(Ouch!—
Says
be quizzes every two
"In a sense I am presenting an u/timaWhat a president. Imagine having to
"Organized slaughter. we realize, does turn rather than a petition. The students
study every two weeks!)
silences an , whom I represent are watching critically
5. The library study rooms should be! not settle a dispute: it merely
(Continued on Page Five)
argument. We insist that for violence be.,
(Continued on Page Five)

Plan to Receive Contribution From
Every Student
The purpose of the drive is to create a
fund from which loans can be made to
worthy students who need such aid in
order to complete their college work. It
is planned to conduct this drive immediately in order that the money raised will
be available this spring, indications having already shown that more than the
usual number of students are having financial difficulty.
A committee appointed from the senate
was authorized to draw up a plan for
conducting the drive. It was determined
by this conunittee that the most workable arrangement would be to approach
the classes, and ask that they vote to contribute a small sum per person to the loan
fund, the money being collected on the
term bill in the form of class dues.
As a preliminary move, the officers of
the Senior Class were called together
Wednesday noon to voice their opinion
of this plan. and it was the unanimous
opinion of the group that the plan was
worthy of endorsement, and that members
of the class should be given an opportunity to vote on the question. Fifty cents
was selected as the amount which studenti
will be asked to contribute.
The meeting of the class will be held
Thursday, February 25.
Money Would Be Loaned Through
Regular Channels
It is the plan of the committee to turn
whatever money is collected over to the
University loan fund for administration,
the money being loaned out through the
regular channels. Loans would be made
in comparatively small amounts, probably none of them being more than ;IOU.
Students who receive these loans will be
asked to give their note in return, with
repayment of the loan being made after
graduation. By loaning the money thru
University administrators, all the machinery of the institution can be utilized
to determine the most worthy men, and
there will be snore assurance of a repayment of the money borrowed.
(Continued on Page Five)

FUND DRIVE EXCELLENT
IDEA, STATES DEAN CORBETT

The University is in 'wed of to
I aim
according to Dean Lamert S. Corbett, who investigates all applicants for
loans, under the present plan of administering funds. Although many students
feel that if a student remains after the
start of the spring semester he is assured
of completing the year, this is not the
case. There have always been many applications for loans during the month of
May by students who are unable to graduate or finish the year without assistance.
"The Student Loan Fund drive is a fine
thing," said Dean Corbett. "The resources of the University loan funds at
present are not adequate to meet our
needs. Money raised in this way is particularly acceptable, and it is gratifying
to know that students themselves are willittg to contribute."
According to a new system of making
loans, inaugurated this year, these funds
will be administered in the future by the
President of the University and the treas-

nr)dcpattuRnt Before any loan is granted, however, the merits of the case are
gone into in great detail by Dean Corbett,
and recommendations are made by him to
the president.
Some loan funds must be made according to certain conditions specified by the
donor at the time the fund is created. in
some instances a certain rank must be
maintained. In other cases a loan may be
limited to a certain group. as seniors during their last semester. But in all loan
funds where these conditions are not made,
a general plan is followed.
Applicants are first interviewed by Dean
Corbett, and the conditions of the case
are outlined. If it appears to be a worthy
case the applicant is then requested to fill
out a blank form. This includes a place
for the signatures of three witnesses, a
statement as to the reasons for the loan,
and • statement from the parent of the
applicant saying that the loan is made with
(Continues( on Pape Five)
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SUPPORT THE LOAN FUND DRIVE

LET US KNOW YOUR
MATRIMONIAL CHOICE
MEN: Just Suppose-You have thel (add any which are not given)
tenth date with a girl, and you feel you seem to you to best describe the per:, t
are getting in pretty deep. You are hunt- mate. clip the coupon. write Box 49 on
ing for that elusive collar button or yank- slip it in the mail box ( inside) Alut
ing your tie into place ready to make the Hall, and we will send you a copy oi 7
grand dash so you won't be late. You are, Campus which will publish the re,,,
at the the end of the rope. You must either of this questionnaire. All questionnal: 'pop' the question or ease off gradually. ' must be in by February 25.
It's up to you to decide, "Is she the girl Indicate by (x) whether you are:
of my dreams?" In other words, What I
Woman( )
Man( );
kind of a girl would you like to marry?
Class of:
1,VOM EN: Just Suppose-You have Underline three.
twenty-four hours in which to decide. Athletic, cheerful, clever, comrade,
THE GREAT QUESTION: "Is Billy complexion that doesn't wither in a
(Tom, Dick, or Harry) the boy for me?" London fog, cultured, dainty, digYou have ruined your finger wave tear- nified, gentle, handsome, houseing your hair; you have applied make-up wifely type, humble, industrious,
and bitten your lips until you are in danger intelligent (extremely), leader,
of painter's colic, but the question still money (lots of it), neat, peppy,
has to he answered. What do you consid- popular, scholarly, sense of humor,
er the most essential characteristics of the social lion (good dancer, etc.),
perfect husband anyhow?
sophisticated, stylish, sympathetic,
Underline the three words or phrases thrifty.

TRACK SEASON TO HEBRON DOWNED BY
START SATURDAY FROSH COURT TEAM
IN BOSTON MEET IN THRILLING FINISH

Few projects undertaken at the University of Maine have ever been
more worth while than the present drive for raising money for a student
The Pale Blue track team will open its
Displaying their best brand of ball up
loan fund. NVithout causing great hardship to any individual student, a
indoor track campaign this Saturday at to date, Coach Bill Kenyon's freshman
each
students
to
forty
twenty
mean
that
from
which
will
raised
be
can
sum
Boston, when they will compete in the basketball team overcame Hebron Acadyear will be able to borrow sufficient money to continue their course at University Club Track Meet in Class B. emy last Friday night at the indoor plt,
Maine.
Although several good men have been by the score of 28-24. Roberts, pivot man
There can be no doubt that this fund is needed. Even when condi- declared ineligible. Coach Jenkins' outfit for the frosh, played a brilliant game an,1
led the attack with 12 points.
tions were at their best the administrators of the loan funds were called stands a good chance of placing.
the
will
enter
Chase
Davis,
and
Means.
counGoodwin started the scoring for Hebron
the
Today,
with
means.
no
they
had
which
upon to meet needs for
dash events. and Means and Chase will in the first 30 seconds of play with a clean
unable
will
be
students
who
number
of
depression.
the
midst
of
the
try in
broad-jump. Means and Chase have both hoop. Then Roberts retaliated for the
to complete their course without aid from some source is much greater.
been jumping more than twenty-one feet frosh by popping two consecutive baskets,
A contribution to this fund will be money well spent. Few students and are expected to conic through with which were followed with another by
would hesitate to attend a good movie in Orono or Bangor. This same flying colors.
Bunny Anderson. But here Hebron came
amount of money paid to the loan fund would mean the keeping of some
Shaw and Percival will run the 1000 into their own and had sunk seven points
yard event and although they have not to assume the lead 9-6, at the quarter.
student in college who would otherwise be forced to leave.
been doing exceptionally well, they stand
The second period was a repetition of
their
from
continuing
anyone
would
not
prevent
cents
of
fifty
gift
A
a
good chance of placing. Booth and the first with both teams fighting hard and
college course, but the total of many half dollars would create a sizeable
Gunning will enter the two-mile run.
each taking a crack at the lead. Roberts
fund. There are few students who cannot, by a small sacrifice, afford
1,Vebb anti Hathaway are bound to do put Maine in the running twice with shots
to offer something to the loan fund.
something in the pole-vault, Havey has of a sensational nature, but the visitors,
The new loan fund will be a permanent feature. Loans are made an injured side, and unless it is healed by led by :Moffat, were able to maintain a
only after careful investigation by University. officials. Very few are made Friday, he will not make the trip. Webb 14-12 lead as the half ended. The yearlings had tough luck on most of their
which are not repaid. They bring in a six per cent interest fee. A sub- is also a favorite for the high-jump. He
practice, and shots and many a try caromed off the hoop
in
over
six
feet
jumped
has
stantial loan fund created at this time would continue to grow, and could
with competition is expected to do better. when it seemed certain that it was going
be used by class after class. From time to time other contributions might
Favor, Alley. Gonzales, and Fickett through for a score.
A well drilled Kenyon outfit opened the
be added. The net gotnl that might accrue from a loan fund started at will enter the weight events. Favor is
this time cannot he estimated.
considered a good bet in the hammer- last half with an offense that swept Hebron off their feet. The frosh just mowed
Each class will be given an opportunity to vote on this question with- throw and discus-throw and Alley is sure
through the opposing defense and scored
Gonthe
shot-put.
well
in
to
show
up
the
Senior
Class.
by
wholeboard
of
two.
The
executive
week
or
in a
zales or Fickett. one of which will make 11 points to 1 for the visitors, to take the
heartedly giving their support to this plan has set a tine precedent. The
the trip, will strengthen Alley and Favor lead 23-15.
movement is worth tionsideration, and a unaniminis approval of the plan in the weights.
The freshmen stalled throughout most
of the final period and seemed to tire as
by all classes shinthl be the result.
This meet is an invitation meet to all
a result of the fast pace maintained durcolleges in New England_ The colleges
ing the previous one. Kilgor, who reDIRECTION
A MOVE IN THE RIGHT
will be divided into two groups: Class A,
placed Simons in the first half, played
which is composed of the larger colleges.
well and sunk a beautiful one handed shot.
the
composed
of
B,
which
is
and
Class
A nit lye in the right direction has been made at last in the matter of
Hebron rallied in the last few minutes,
smaller colleges including the University
and though scoring 6 points, was unable to
student parking. Although the permission which has lwen granted allowof Maine.
overcome the frosh. The game ended 28ing students to leave their cars in the rear of Arts and Sciences is only a
2.4
temporary measure, it will at least make conditions more satisfactory dur- INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
c obi). McBride, and Anderson turned
ing one of the worst seasims of the year.
in a great game both on the defense and
(Including games of Feb. 10)
Congratulations are due the Student Senate committee for the steps
offense. and with Roberts and Kilgor preLEAGUE A
they have taken, and to the President and Treasurer of the University for
sented a smooth working combination.
Won Lost
The freshman "B" team revenged their
recognizing the injustice of conditions as they previously existed and
0 former defeat at Old Town by
o
Phi Eta Kappa
drubbing
reaching an agreement which will eliminate the difficulties for the present. Alpha Tau Omega
0
the visitors 44-19, in a game which preif these temporary arrangements prove to be as satisfactory as they Theta Chi
3
2 ceded the Hebron basketball
contest. My3
now appear. let us hope that when a final adjustment is made. the present Phi Kappa Sigma
ers and Wadleigh worked beautifully toDelta Tau Delta
3
Plan will be allowed to stand.
gether for the frosh and each sunk 12
2 points to their credit. Ryan at center also
Faculty
1
3 turned in a good game, while Hussey and
Tau Epsilon Phi
2
2
4 Cust led the attack for Old Town.
Dorm B
1
4
Phi Gamma Delta
MAINE
Sigma Nu
1
4
G
F
Total
0
4
Sigma Phi Sigma
Cobb, rf, 1g
1
0
2
Kilgor.
rf
2
2
6
LEAGUE B
Anderson,
If
2
2
6
(The correspondence columns of The Campus a petition, aiicl then put it into the fire
Won Lost Crandall, If
0
0
0
Ate open to the public on pertinent subjects,
5
1
and letters are welcomed. All letters should where it will do the most good. At least Phi Mu Delta
it
Roberts, c
0
12
be signed with the author's real name. but
McBride, rg
1
4
1
0
2
pen name will be used in publication of the 10 something besides eternally clacking Beta Theta Pi
Marshall, 1g
0
0
0
letter it desired. The ideas stated in these
1
Itorm A
4
our
bills
in
the
one
university
periodical.
columns are not necessarily those of The Cam
Simons, 1g
0
0
0
2
pus and should not be so considered. The edi
4
,od clean fun and all that is appreciated. Phi Kappa
12
4
28
tor res..... the right to withhold any letter
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon
4
2
•nt after all. boys! The course is an easy
or a part of any letter.)
HEBRON
Ii with very little study, by your own ac- Kappa Sigma
3
3
G
F
Total
Moffat, rf. c
3
0
6
2
3
TOO MUCH MILITARY
counts, and furthermore what the devil Oak Hall
Miles, rf
0
0
1
4
are men who are not taking the course Alpha Gamma Rho
Hamlin. If
7
3
1
Editor of the(unifier,
Lambda Chi Alpha
1
5
arguing for, and about?
Rideout. If
0
0
0
Orono, Maine
Sigma
Chi
0
6
Lurnansky, c
0
2
4
Just one more idea. fellons. Why not
Dear Sir:
Ainslee. rg
)
3
3
leave God out of the thing altogether. I'm
Goodwin,
Ig
2
0
4
It seems to me that there has been about sure that lie is not especially interested in
Lakakas,
1g
0
0
0
enough aimless shooting-off of mouths this argument, and it is awfully easy to Sundays.
10
4
24
Realizing that this is a special time, the Referee, Wallace-Time--4 tens.
about this military question. I think that call on Him to witness the deep feelings
most of the students on the campus feel in the fervor of writing a convincing ar- rushing season, and may therefore account for the increased attendance. the
MISS GREENE TAKES UP
that the topic is worn out, and further gument.
thought conies to mind, Why not make
STUDIES AT CORNELL
bickering would show decidedly bad taste.
What do you say? I.et's call it off and
The argument. as I see it. has now de- have a sample of the peace you prate use of the idea for greater good to all
Miss Pearl S. Greene. head of the Degenerated into sympathy seeking. To use about. In case a straw vote is taken for concerned?
If each fraternity would go in a btxly partment of Home Economics. has been
the vernacular, just who the
cares? the best argument. and the most gentleWhy all this crucifying of consciences, manly one, with all apologies to my and all together once a year to each granted a leave of absence from the Uniand quotations from the speeches of brother officer4 Elliot. my straw goes to church it would he no hardship to the versity during the spring semester for
boys and each of the churches would havel study at Cornell University. She is tak' "Great Men"?
A.B.C.
an increased congregation every Sunday. ing courses in Econoinics anti Home
Also who is the man who wishes to be
Sincerely and hopefully.
If the heads of the houses would get Economics. During her absence. Dr,
a martyr? Does that signify a lofty amII ii Chase,'33
together and work out a schedule so that Marion Sweetman is carrying on the adbition. or a man who is more afraid of
no two fraternities would attend the same! ministrative work of the department.
war than insults? Every man to his own
SUPPORT THE CHURCHES church on the same day the plan would
taste, true enough. but why not keep the
work.
The annual winter meeting of the New
bad taste to one's-self instead of inflicting
February 15. 1932
Even if only one person of a house was England section of the Society of Amerit on !tome several hundred innocent by Editor of The
Cantptis.
impressed to a change of habits and in- ican Foresters held in Boston. February 1
University of Maine
dilutions to a higher level of conduct it and 2 was attended by J. M. Briscoe. head
1Vhat do you say, you hunch of gripers? Dear Sir :
would be worth while.
of the Department of Forestry; C. W.
It's time for a showdown, and a fadeout
It has been very gratifying to see Si'
Yours sincerely,
Chapman, associate professor of Forestry;
from the limelight. Get your backers to- many of the young people in all of the
F. H Sprague
and R T. Ashman. assistant professor of
gether. make up your argument, prepare various churches during the last two
Prof. of Civil Engineering Forestr.•

Correspondence

The Maine Snoopus
What a set up-or mix up this rushing is-all the
worthy freshmen getting rushed and oh how they are
getting it these past few days. Now that the sororities are rushing, try and get a decent date we dare
you to-Ye gods-didn't anyone see the blinds (just
a couple of Romantic Fijis who wouldst to a party
go) well these two will know better next time-eh?
"Gus" and "Donnie-- ----The co-eds are just bubbling
over with merriment-bowling, snowshoeing, going
to chapel and e%en church. 'Tis sure we would never have thot it of some
of them-but that's rushing....Some of the fair babes even went on that
straw ride clad in just a mere pair of pajamas-and the driver can freeze his
ears-but not those rushers or did I say mushers....'Tis said that poor Neil
Calderwood heard sonic real rare cracks at that Cti 0 party-poor Neil
couldn't stand the gaff so lie up and beats it-would you blame him after
seeing Good old "Diddling Dot" do the dance of the seven rails! No one
A. T. 0., Theta Chi, Kappa Sig,
went where they were supposed to eh?
Beta and all the rest took a beating from the Track Club. Some of the houses
even bought new Buttons, don't tell me you ain't seen 'em yet....Some people
have found a nize place to visit-last week a loving pair were caught in the
back seat of an old Ford down in A.T.O. yard-mustn't do that, "Red," 'tisn't
nize...."Twas kinda tough on our flash blond and his tall brunette to have
Smithy toss 'em out of the nize warm "Lib",-out-out into the cold, cold
air....The horses had a tough time of it last Saturday nite. Do you think
that you gave 'em half a chance, Betty (we mean Crowley, of course) and
the sleigh ride was a real one tossed by the S.A.E.'s for their rushies we suppose,..,Have you seen the new addition to the Physics department?? No,
well, you should, sonic say smooth, others say?? perfect 36-or it is 16-you
figure it out, 'tis past me------What's a broken rib or two," says Ray Larcom,
"when you got the chance to carry a fair damsel all the way from the Armory
to M.C.A.??"....Someone says that being so near the Beta house is having
a bad effect on "Hap" Hayes-anyhow he's minus a pin-And our Dean,
Dean O'Connor, no less has-oh well if you must know it-announced his
engagement-Why Deanie how could you
tk certain young lady has been
seen a lot of late in the company of two gents-not at the same time understand-we want to know why a perfectly good Maine woman should go
Bates? -or who's woman is it, Bates' or Young's % % ?
Have you seen it,
folks? The co-eds' new mascot, well if you haven't I'll tell you about it. It's
cute and cunning, dances, talks, and walks, in fact 'tis nearly human, little
Georgie--(Stinchtield of course). How could one make a mistake
Oh
yea a last crack-there are some new babes on the campus, and if by chance
you don't know them ask Speed, he does, and if you don't believe me, well
ask him....

In The Library
The H. W. Wilson Co. has recently
published a list of 100 titles chosen as Outstanding novels of the 20th Century. The
list does not claim to be the 100 BEST
novels but is a selection of titles which
the compiler feels to have real value. Only
one novel by each author has been included.. The library has a limited number of
these lists for distribution. Some of the
titles which may be obtained at the library
are given here. If, when you ask for any
book, it is out, leave your name at the circulation desk and you will be notified
when it is available.
Bennett, The Old Wives Tale
823.89 B43o
813.5 B69d
Boyd, Drums
813.5 B855
Buck, The Good Earth
Couperus, Book of Small Souls
839.315 C833
De La Mare, Memoirs of a Midget
823.91 D39m
853.91 D377m
Deledda, The Mother
813.5 D814g
Dreiser, Jennie Gerhardt
833.91 F432
Feuchtwanger, Power
Galsworthy, The Forsyte Saga
823.89 G13f
813.5 G46b
Glasgow, Barren Ground
Hernon, Maria Chapdelaine 843.91 H377
Hergesheimer, Three Black Pennys
813.5 H422t
813.5 H43t
Herrick, Together
832.89 H869
Hudson, Green Mansions
Kaye-Smith, Joanna Godden 823.91 K13g
823.89 K62m v. 5-6
Kipling, Kim
Lagerlof, Ring of the Lowenskolde
839.75o 1:136r
McFee, Casuals of the Sea 823.91 N116ca
Niaugham, Of Human Bondage
823.91 1144o
Morley, Parnassus on Wheels
813.5 M82p
Pcterkin, Scarlet Sister Mary
813.5 P441s
Priestly, The Good Companions
823.91 P933
843.89 R647
Rolland, Jean Christophe
813.5 Si62j
Sinclair. The Jungle
823.91 St45ma
Stern, The Matriarch
Sudermann, The Song of Songs
833.88 Su22son
Tarkingb in. 7h., .1/,,griiii,yrot A tithersons
$1 s.49 T 174ma
/
Musion
&um w 2g4m
W'alpole, 1 he athedtal 923.89 W-ki3t
Wharton. Ethan From.
813.49 W55e
‘1.ilder. Bridge of San Luis key
813.5 W645
Wister. The Virginian
813.49 W76v
823.01 w883in
Voolf. Mrs. / billot,,ay
Wylie. The Venetian Glass Nephew
813.5 W978

SPEAKERS FOR APPLIED
ENGINEERING COURSE
ARE NAMED
The program of the regular spring semester lectures for senior engineering
students in Applied Engineering, Gc 4, is
as follows:
February 11; Bryant L. Hopkins, Hydraulic Engr., Brassau Associates,
Waterville. Me. "The Engineer and the
Coming Decade."
February 18; Herbert Wottrich, Managerial Asst., Electric Department, Public
Service Electric & Gas Co., Newark,
N.J. "The Electric Utility Industry."
February 25; Elmer W. Campbell, Director, Division of Sanitary Engineering,
State House, Augusta. Maine. "Relation
of Plant Life to Public Water Supplies."
March 3; Announcement to be made.
March 10; William B. Jack, Supt. of
Schools, Portland, Maine. To be announced.
March 17; Charles M. Ripley, Electrical Engr., General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N.Y. "New Tools in a
New Age."
April 7; F. D. Snyder, Engineering
Division, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing C., Boston, Mass. "Practical
Application of Electricity in the Textile
and Machine Tool Industries."
April 14; S. C. Prescott, Professor.
Dept. of Biology and Public Health,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Cambridge, Mass. To be announced.
April 21; The Reverend Harold C.
.Metzner. Methodist-Episcopal Church,
Waterville, Maine. To be announced.
April 28; Gustavus J. Esselen, Consulting Chemist, Boston, Mass. To Ft'
announced.
May 5; H. L. Davis. Director, Technical Employment and Training. New York
Telephone Company, New York City.
"Some Business Experiences of an Engineer."
May 12; To be announced.
These lectures are given at 4.15 P.M.
on Thursdays at 305 Aubert Hall at the
University of Maine campus and are open
to the public. The lecture period is 4.155.05 P.M. All who are interested are
cordially invited to attend.
CHURCH NOTICE

Fellowship Church
February 21
10:30 A.M. 1Vorship-Sermon Theme:
"The Price Tags of Character."
Mrs. L. II. Merrill will be the soloist.
7 to 9 P.M. Abenaki Pow-wow at the
Manse. All students welcome. Address
by Prof. Moreland, "Personal ExperiDean Caroline Colvin. professor of His- ences of a Newspaper Man."
tory and Government, who has been ill
with pneumonia, is gradually regaining
Methodist Episcopal Church
good health.
Similay morning at the Metthodist EpisSince the beginning of the new semes- copal Church, Frederick W. Smith, Suteer. Miss Elizabeth Ring has taken perintendent of the Christian Civic League
charge of Deap Colvin's classes. while of Maine, %ill he the speaker, and will
Mr. E. F. Dow is supervising the work in discuss the Prohibition Question. He
the office during her absence.
takes for a title for his address, "The Unfinished Battle."
John II. Magee, of the Department of
A Symposium by four students, "What
Economics and Sociology. is the author of Do Protestants Believe?" will be the proan article featured in the January edition gram at the Student Forum at the Wesley
of "The Local Agent." a trade journal of House at 7:30. This is a sequel to last
the insurance business published in St. week's discussion on "Catholicism." A
Louis. The article is entitled "An Fellowship Hour and Luncheon precedes
ltgetit's Key to a (used Door"
the Forum Hour.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
RI:shing Climax Reached as 170
Freshmen Give Pledges
( Continued from Page One)
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BALL TOSSERS ARE
WORKING OUT DAILY

Masque To Give Play on March 3
(Comtism,from Page Oise)

Yearling Tracksters
Meet Bridgton Sat.

5
,

MAINE INCLUDED AMONG
COLLEGES IN RECENT
SURVEY

FROSH TRIM HIGGINS
38-18 TUESDAY NIGHT

of them highly dramatic and serious in
Clasion 0. Totman. Greenfield, Mass.;
purpose. "Ladies of the Jury" adopts
The freshman track team will open its
The University of Maine is one of WU
ld M. Stewart, New Haven, Conn.;
Charles Dickens' method of reform, showseason against Bridgton Academy Satur- American colleges and universities includOutclassing tIoU opponents in
Battery candidates for the varsity base- ing the absurdities of
N tent C. Arey, Hopedale, Mass.; Steven
the system in so day afternoon at the indoor gym.
Marshall, Bath; Norman J. Rawding, ball team are now working out on special
every
department of the game, the
ed
in
a
survey
farcical a manner that, while providing agi
recently made by Mme.
,)„,tty; Waldo E. Sherman, Island' days at the indoor gym, under the
In the dashes, the yearlings will be repFreshman basketball team trimmed
watch- evening of entertainment. it provides food
Alice
W.
de
Visme.
head
French
of the
resented by Mullaney. The hurdles will
-.es B. Buck, Naples; Wilbert H. Fi- ful eye of Coach Fred Brice.
for serious thought.
department at New Jersey College for Higgins, 38-18, in the gym Tuesday
John N. Hamilton, Belfast
•
have
a
stellar
performer
in
Morgan
who
The veteran mentor starts the new seaWomen. who, with her husband, estab- night. Henderson was high scorer
The cast as announced by Prof. Mark won
1uburn; Ralph L. Norman, South son with
the 45 yard low hurdles in the Froshfor the rush With tell 'RUMS.
prospects anything but rosy in Bailey, is as follows:
lished
the first French House at Middle. ; Clayton 0. Field, Auburn: the hurling corps.
Varsity Meet.
Al Perkins, one of the
bury College in 1920. Mmes. de Visme's
Mrs. Crane, Arlene Merrill; Judge
Ted Curtis, Faculty Manager of AthW. Whitin, Weld; Howard V. best southpaws
Ken Black. one i,i the best half milers survey was for the purpose of determining
produced at Maine, who Fish, Ellston Ingalls:
letics, announced today that the local WinProsecuting At- ever to come up in the freshman class, will
.-s. Upton; Stanley A. Bennett. for three seasons
earned many a triumph torney. Kenneth
how many American colleges use a system
Foster: Attorney for the be the Pale Blue ace in the
R. I.; Erwin A. Gallagher. in college circles,
middle dis- of language houses in connection with the ter Sports Meet will not be held on Mongraduated last June. Defense. John Longley ;
Jay
J.
day. February 22. as previously planned.
Pressley,
.tone.
•
tance events. The mile will see Harry teaching of foreign languages.
Arvo Solander. another experienced pitch- John
Barry; Spencer B. Dazey. Richard Saunders
Weather conditions are entirely unfavAlpha Epsilon:
running, with the possibility it
er who saw plenty of action for Maine
In questionnaires which were sent to orable and practice has beet% impossible
Worcester; Tony Theodopholus. George Black
also
competing.
—.Ian II. Mosher, Orono; John Small, and shared part of the burden with Per- Stinchfield; Steve
leading colleges and imiversities through- since the State Meet.
Bromm; Peter Kuntz;
These fads have
Gaffney is a consistent performer in the , out the country. Mme.
J; R. Forrest Higgins, Dennysville; kins, also gained his diploma then. Thus, Andrew McKay, Harold
de 1-isme described necessitated the change.
Barrett; Alonzo broad jump
and should conic out in first the system of language houses in use,
41 P. Ingalls, Buxton; Cecil R. Brice is left bereft of veteran pitchers Beal. Carl Bottume; Lilly
I
in
Pratt, Darrell
Professor Charles H. Merchant and
iinky. Lynn, Mass.; Richard H. with the exception of Ted Nutting.
Brown; Cynthia Tate, not yet selected; place. The pole yault will have creditable which a limited number of students who Professor
Maurice 1). Jones were in Bosperformers
in
Urbanik
and Gross.
!.,:1,nr, Augusta; James D. Crocker, The freshman team of last season did Mayme Mixter. Katherine
study a foreign tongue live in a special
Small; Mrs.
ton February 9 and 10, to aid in the prepIl.,:ten.
not have any pitchers of varsity caliber5 Dace, Virginia Young; Mrs. MacGuire. The high jump has several good men dormitory where they speak that lancompeting, but Tarbell seems to have the guage exclusively. With them live native aration of the 1932 New England Agriso that Brice will have to depend this year Betty Lynch; Mrs. Gordon, Charlotte
Eta Kappa:
I.a
cultural Outlook.
edge
over his rivals.
on
one
teachers, who instruct the students not
veteran
and
three
Chance;
substitute pitchEvelyn Snow. Sylvia Hickson;
ward P. Mallett, Lee; Spurgeon K.
Files,
Anderson.
ers
Roberts, Dawson, and only in pronunciation and grammar. but
from the 1931 team.
Dr. Quincy Adams James. Jr., Walter
E.,::jamin, Mars Hill; Stanley H. MacAt East Corinth on Wednesday evening.
Ted Nutting is the only letter man Hall; Susanne, Hope Clark; Court Re- Crandall are the leading freshmen in the in the customs and social aspects of the February 10, Professor George
Caribou; John E. Martin, PittsE. Simweight
events
and
throw.
javelin
native
count!).
;M. Milton NIacBride, Easton; Dean among the pitchers and will probably bear porter, Addle Allen; and Clerk of Court,
mons of the Agronomy Department spoke
•
•
lIailey, Waterville; Wentworth E. the brunt of the hurling this season. He John Willey.
before a meeting of the association of
The Law Alumni of the University
MAINE ALUMNUS IS FIRST'"Future Farmers
crags.. Oakland; G. Noel Currie, pitched several games last year and with
of America."
meet
in
Bangor
Feb. 24, at the Tarratine
B. C. LAW GRAD TO
l'resque Isle; Horace M. Crandall, the experience behind him, should develop
Club. President H. S. Boardman and
QUALIFY FOR BAR
l ritue Isle; Craig J. Welch, Madison. into a first class right hander.
Seniors Endorse Loan Fund
Chief Justice W. R. Pattangall will be
Continued
from
Page
Mutiny
One)
Romansky,
Rho:
Gamma
Leon Spurling, and
.Vpla
the speakers on this occasion which is the
Charles J. Hurley, '29, of Ellsworth, is
Norton P. Keene, Buckfield; Cecil A. Newt Churchill are the best leftovers
No
particular qualifications for students first of its kind to be held in Bangor. the first student of the nevs Boston College
from
last
season's
pitching
staff.
RomanGilbert, Greene; Max E. Turner, Auguswho wish to borrow from the fund will Among other matters, the subject of what Lasv School to pass a bar examination in
ta: Preston C. Whitaker, Bangor; Wil- sky was a star in his freshman year and be named, loans
Cut out and hang up
being made to those who service theise alumni can give to the Uni- any state. He recently qualified in the
ham N. Farwell, Unity; Mark C. Clapp, should be ready to take his place on the are most in
versity
will
he
di'.cus
examination
given
at Augusta, Maine,
need of the money, and who
Thursday, Feb. 18
A ick; John H. DeWitt, Sherman mound. Spurting is promising and has have
and will be admitted to practice on the
shown themselves to be good all
showed sonic excellent possibilities in the
. Wesley S. Norton,,Strong.
Double Feature today
first
Tuesday
Rose
Bowl
Game
of
To
Be
Shown
March,
at
around
1932.
Immedistudents. Athletic ability, high
games he has pitched.
University Southern California
ately after that day, Mr. Ilurley will open
Mu Delta:
I
Strand Thursday
rank, interest in outside activities, and the
Declared ineligible during the baseball
vs. Tulane football game, also
(Continued from Page One)
his office for the practice of law in Ellsefforts which have been made to secure
Harley A. Masterman, Jay; Clyde E.
season, Fern Bagley was lost to the team
"GOOD SPORT"
worth
where
his
Lewiston;
father,
Raeside,
an education will all be considered in fathe late D. E.
Higgins.
Douglas S.
last year. Bagley is a lanky right handWith John Boles and Linda Watkins
vor of the men applying for loans, bin action for these films was always staged Hurley. was well known as an attorney
Eliot ; C. Edwin Haggett, Jr., Newcastle;
er and ought to help fill Coach Brice's
no especial stress will be laid on any one on the movie lots in Hollywood or on a and counsellor at law.
Wilbur A. Crockett, Brewer; Sumner 0.
Friday, Feb. 19
big gap.
ball field. However, filmdom's first footof these.
Charles J. Hurley is a graduate of the
lancock. Casco; Wilfrid G. Matheson.
"PRIVATE
LIVES"
Other
ball
leading candidates for pitching
film that was not staged for the benefit University of Maine and entered
Portland; Eric E. Sandstrom. Livermore
the BosStudents who lack only a few credit
With Norma Shearer and Robert
of
are:
the
Babbidge.
camera
will
Soloman,
he
Searles,
presented
Prout,
at
the
ton
Knight,
Eliot;
College Law School with the first
Maurice SanFalls; Paul
hours for graduation will be favored over
Montgomery
Strand Theatre tonight. It is the record- class admitted to the school
Gray, Leveroni, Prescott, and Higgins.
Jurne, Belfast.
in September.
members of the lower classes, and in genbreaking-championship game between the 1929. He was eligible to
The presence of Clark Abbott behind
Saturday,
Feb. 20
take the local
eral the upper classes will receive precedKappa Sigma:
University of Southern California and Tu- examination before finishing
the bat will help to solve more than one
the
"THE
ence
course
over
RAINBOW
the
lower.
TRAIL"
Charles W. Sleeper, Bangor; Orville problem. While his
lane University.
hitting fell off last
in law school because he had previously
by Zane Grey
Senior class officers who expressed
C. Sadler. Brunswick; Stanley T. Urban- season, Abbot's handling of the hurlers
Eighty-three thousand fans taxed the worked in his father's law
Starring George O'Brien, Minna Gombell,
office.
themselves in favor of this plan Wednes- capacity of the Rose
ik, Woonsocket, R. I.; Marcus G. Hal- was excellent and for this reason
Bowl New Year's
is conRoscoe Ates and Cecilia Parker
day included Everett Gunning, class pres- Day when this epochal
lenbeck. Norwood, Mass.; Omar C. sidered the leading catcher
game was played.
in the state.
The College 4-11 Club will meet in This Zane Grey picture will please everyident;
John
Pease, North New Portland; Philip R.
Moore,
vice-president
; Helen Warner Bros. filmed every play, every
Ring, Linsky, Blanchard, and Aldrich
Room 33, Winslow Hall, Tuesday, Feb. body. Not a common Western Picture
Stearns, secretary; John Dickson. treas- bit of action, every thrill,
Foster. Bucksport; Carl A. Briggs, Ban- complete the group of
every pass. 23, at 7 p.m. Professor M. D. Jones is
catchers working
urer; and Margaret "Stubby" Burrill, every charge and
gor; Roderick E. Mullaney, Jr., Bangor; out.
every touchdown in its the speakers. Officers will be
Monday, Feb. 22
elected.
Austin Beechler, Robert Shean and Ores- complete forms and
_lames S. Hamilton, Portland; Gordon
are presenting it at
Great
Holiday Bill
tes Rumazza, all members of the execu- the Strand Theatre tonight.
S. Pettengill, Stoneham, Mass.; Alfred
Because it
Negro Poet To Speak at Tues.
"PEACH 0' RENO"
tive committeee.
W. Fuller, Pittsfield; He.srv R. Higgins,
is the first time such a film has been prees
with Wheeler & Woolsey
Chapel Period
%moon.
sented as the feature attraction at any
(Continued from Page One)
See the world's greatest clowns turn Reno
Loan Fund Drive Excellent Idea theatre unusual interest has been evi—•-Phi Gamma Delta:
Topsy-Turvy as Doctors of Divorce
States Dean Corl•ett
denced by both football and movie fans ,1
man." "Harper's," "The American MerRichard V. Gaffney-, Great Neck, L.
(Continued from Page One)
Tuesday, Feb. 23
alike.
N. Y.: ()scar M. Taylor, Rumford; Silas cury," "Century," "The Nation," and
Special Price on
"LADIES OF THE JURY"
This feature film is somewhat on the
I.. hates. Portland: Harry D. Files, Wap- other publications. He is essentially an
With Edna May Oliver, Roscoe Ates, Jill
type of Itouglas Fairbank's recent
ping, Conn.; Clifford L. Moir, Belmont, emotional and lyric poet. "Most things I his knowledge and approval.
SPONGING and PRESSING
When all facts have been compiled the "Around the World in 80 Minutes." exEsmond and Ken Murray. This picture
Ma.,.; Harry C. Saunders, New York write," he says, "I do for the sheer love
will have the town jumping with joy.
itj• Clayton M. Robertson. Caribou; of the music in them." The Neu. York application, together with Dean Corbett's cepting the fact that "Fate" is the hero. i
YOUR TUX
C. I oy(1 Pierson, Caribou; Robert Fol- Times says of him, "For Cullen, because recommendations, are sent to President "The Breaks" play the villian's role, and
Wednesday, Feb. 24
for the Intramural Ball
lett. Pottersville, Mass.; John L. Porter, of his racial inheritance, rhythm is as nat- Boardman for a decision. If the loan is "Luck" is the beautiful heroine with 1
"THIS RECKLESS AGE"
cuurageou• young ad %TutorRandolph. Mass.; William S. Wood, Old ural as breathing, as inevitable and as per- granted the money is paid by the treasury t wenty -t
From the Stage Play "The Goose Hangs
Our same reliable
crs vying for her hand.
orchard; Paul J. McDonnell, Grovetown. sistent. And Cullen, whether his thoughts department.
I
Iligh"—With Buddy Rogers and
N. II.; Arthur A. Nichols, Newtonville, be of love, or of life, or of death, thinks in
Repayment of the loan is to be made out
Quality and Service
all star cast
Mass.; Robert E. Lane, South Portland; spiritual terms. Hence Countee Cullen is of the first earnhigs of the borrower folRobert F. Wishart, Rumford; Rodney a true poet, one of the true poets of the lowing his graduation. In some eases the
Thurs. and Fri., Feb. 25-2o
BE A NEWSPAPER
Mac(iregor, Rumford; Parker H. Frost. day, and those who are unacquainted with student is able to pay back the entire sum
"MATA HARE"
CORRESPONDENT
his work are neglecting one of the few within a short time. In other cases it is
Carilmin: Stanley I). Henderson, Bath.
With Greta Garbo and Ramon Novarro
Amy intelligent person may earn money
paid back in such installments as the stuSigma Chi:
.
who must not be neglected."
corresponding for newspapers; all or
COLLEGE CI.LA MC
,
The Strand Has the Shows
spare time; experience unnecessary;
The lecture "Days and Nights in Har- dent can afford. Interest at the rate of
William P. Butler, North Anson;
no canvassing; send for fret booklet;
Bangor
tells how. Ifeacock. Room VS, Dun
James I.. Shields, Jr., Reading, Pa.; Ced- lem," will deal with the vivid life of the six per cent is charged on these loans,.
Bldg.. Buffalo, N. Y.
ric H. Porter, Houlton; Woodrow L. "negro capitol" of this country. In Har- with the result that loan funds tend to
Patronize Our Advertisers
Palmer, Berlin, N. H.; Donald G. Poole. lem congregate the best elements in negro build up rather than to contract as the
literature, music and general culture. years go by.
Vinalhaven.
Leta Kappa:
Here also has been laid the success of
It is always made clear to students wishKenneth Bickford. Readtield Depot; many negro actors. No man is better ing to borrow money that they are receivRalph C. Bennett, Manset; Harry H. qualified than Mr. Cullen to discuss the ing a loan and not a gift. Although it is
Day, Beverly Farms, Mass.; Donald 0. life of Harlem and its future possibilities. the policy of the administrators not to
Perkins, Oxford; Glendon A. Soule, The evening meeting, which will also deal too harshly with borrnwers who are
Freeport; Charles Woelfel, Peabody. be in Alumni Hall, will be open to the unable to pay, those who are capable of
Nla.s.; Richard G. Maines, Limestone; public. without charge.
paying are not allowed to forget their
Frederick M. Hall. Rockland: Richard
debt to the University. The result is that
S. Stoddard, Rockland; Mayland L. D. Men Would Put in Free Bus Line money placed in loan funds has proved to
Jewett, Augusta; R. Edward Lawrence,
be, on the whole, a safe investment.
To Bangor if President
.1iigusta.
(Continued from Page One)
Phi Kappa:
Student Side Presented at Geneva
1Valter A. White, Saco; Louis R. Par- glassed off from the main entrance---youi
Conference
r, it. Plandome. N. Y.; John C. Simon, know the noise is terrible!
(Continued from Page ()iie)
11,11inoeket ; William B. Cole, Prospect
Next on our program we find the man
II:Arbor; James M. Conway. Bangor; who takes the social problems on his every action of this conference. For beS:atiley F. 1Vasung. Newark. N. J.; shoulders:
hind your deliberations stands staring
worge R. MacDonald. East Millinocket ;
1. I agree with the girls that they down at us the specter of death.
:slailley E. Michaud. East Nfillinocket ; should be allowed to smoke in their rooms. "We
desire to live and to live at peace.
l', :lip A. Ryan, Bucksport; John A.
2. All fraternity and gym formals We desire to construct a world society
Our.
Waterbury, Vermont; James a should last until four o'clock. (Of course. providing freedom. equal opportunity and
I i.J.i•en. York N'illage; Donald
E. Mc- we need our beauty sleep, hut then we a sense of security. We are therefore pe,
East Millinocket.
have to grow up some time.)
titioning you for a substantial reduction of
Nti Pi:
3. Rushing for men should last only armaments in order that we may have a
I ...lie
Seekins, Richmond; Everett about two months, say from September civilization in which to forward this cre•eamer. Greene.
until the middle of November. (Hip! ative purpose."
It Chi Alpha:
Hip! Horray! The men are tired of rush• .4d N. Lord. Jr., Cumberland Mills. ing. too.)
J
Kappa Sigma:
4. The car problem—Well, I'd build
I nry W. Fates, Thomaston.
some sheds, or stalls for the automobiles
•
so they wouldn't freeze up in this nice
warm tropical climate of ours.
5. Oh yes, I almost forgot. There
ITH the application of electricity to aircraft
Intermittently operated air whistle is directed down\.:1111/
,
0101PI"
.
should be free busses running between
instruments, another chapter was written in the
ward. The echo is picked up in a receiving megaphone,
campus and Bangor.
annals of air transportation. To-day's ship is not only
and the sound is heard through a stethoscope. The
And last of all there was the Lambda
swifter but safer and more dependable. Modern
elapsed time between the sound and the echo
Chi who said he'd do away with all the
depth-sounding devices indicate instantly the height of
determines the height. Tests show that water, build5
co-eds. Distracting pieces of humanity .
the ship above the ground surface. A unique feature
ings, woods, etc., produce echoes that are different
of General Electric's recently purchased monoplane
and very disturbing at times. If nothing
and characteristic.
is the almost completely electrified instrument panel.
more, they should, at least, he placed in
Besides developing a complete system of aircraft inclasses by themselves. (Well! Well'
The most recently developed instrument is the sonic
struments, college-trained General Electric engineers
Nevelt(ef Off
. What surprising creatures men are!)
altimeter, which provides a quick means of indicating
have pioneered in every electrical field—on land, on
changes in height above ground. Sound from an
see, and in the air.
It was announced that any undergradHEADQUARTERS
91423
uate student who will have completed (nit,
year of study in college by July 15. 1932.
and who ranks scholastically in the upper
PARTY GOODS
one-third of his class, is eligible to compete for the Boeing scholarships. Mem33 Mill St. —
ENGINEERINO
3AI. F. fl
AND
SERVICE
IN
PRINCIPAL
CITIES
bers of the 1932 graduating class are also
eligible.

Strand Theatre

75c
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Defeat Bates 38-28 On Slushy
Course As All Records Stand

SPORTS SPIELS VARSITY TRIMS INELIGIBILITY HITS
By BOB BERG
PATH TEAM
CINDER
TRACK
IN
FROSH

DONCHECZ NAMES MEN ON
FROSH RIFLE TEAM
oach Donchesz has retained the fo:
:owing men as members of the Freshn
Ride Team: D. H. Boone, E. M. Cr.,
C. F. Dwinal, J. S. Getchell, W.0.G...
C. V. Jacques, F. W. King. S. L.
IL P. .Mallett, R. H. Mansur, C. L. M
I,. IL Morrison. V. C. Morrison, I
Packard. C. D. l'ressey, A. E. Sylvest,
W. A. Thorpe. C. J. Welch, C. ‘Vot-::.
The team is now shooting for a niac.
with the University of Wisconsin fry..
man team. The targets for this match
are to have been shot by Saturday of this
week.

oach Jenkins' hopes for a big track
A great deal of squawking has gone up
v:Iten Bill
referees
the
about the manner in which
The varsity track team loosed too ex- season suffered a severe blow
declared
were
Satbasketball
McKiniry
last
Mac
and
freshmen
intramural
Floring
the
the
perienced a foe for
are handling
defeated ineligible last week.
they
when
Monday
and
individual
urday
and
teams
Successfully retaining the Maine InterVarious
games.
the first year men 91-44 in a dual meet.
collegiate Winter Sports championship
Fioring was one iii the best hurdlers
players are heard to say that the referees
Univernew record of 33.4 seconds in
Moulton's
for the second successive year, the
are incapable or that they show partial- the 300 yard dash and several thrilling Maine has had in the last few years and
sity of Maine defeated Bates, 38-28, last
was counted upon to be the leading 45
ity in their decisions. However, for two finishes were features of the meet.
Saturday at Orono. Colby and Bowdoin
high hurdler. The sophomore track
yard
justifivery strong reasons, there is little
were not represented in the meet. The
The shot-put was won by Alley, who
also a brilliant dash man, and
was
star
slowed
slush
and
snow
of
the
Jordan
of
conditions
was followed by Dawson and
cation in the complaints.
set up a new indoor record of
he
year
last
•
•
records
•
•
•
no
and
•
up the time considerably
the frosh. Fickett had no trouble whatHat for the 100 yard dash.
seconds
10
were broken.
Since the basketball court is one of the soever in winning both the javelin and
also have been depended on Booth; Gunning third. Time 9:54.
could
Floring
indiPaul Carpenter of Bates was the
; biggest of its kind, any sensible spectator discus throws, and Favor easily took the to compete in the broad jump. The ineli- 1 High jump-Won by Sleeper '35; iVehl,
vidual star of the day, turning in 13 points
or player can realize that it is physically hammer.
gibility of Floring is especially a loss in second. Height 6 ft.
while Wilfred Davis was next best with
Mullaney '35 took two second places in
Broad jump-Won by Means; Chase
impossible for one referee to be on top of
the hurdles, where Maine is not well rep9 points.
the 50 and 300 yd. events, placing second resented.
second; Gaffney third. Distance 21 ft.
There again,
game.
fast
a
in
play
every
meet
to
to Means in the former, and second
As expected, the feature of the
The relay team lost its number one man 2 in.
since no intramural team receives the
mile snowshoe race, which
Moulton in the latter.
was the 1
Pule vault-Won by Webb; Hathaway
would
outfit
organized
that an
McKiniry, who was the fastest starter
coaching
in
WhitNorman
was a great battle between
Sleeper '35 took the high jump after a among the relayers. His position there will second; Burnham third. Jump 11 it. 10
to
bound
unconsciously
are
teams
the
get,
ten of Bates and Win Robbins of Maine.
fight with Webb, varsity star. Goplay rough ball at times. Thus, it stands hard
be hard to till, and he was also one of the in.
Front the start, Whitten led the way and
the bar at six feet he next tried
over
ing
Low hurdles-Won by Morgan '35;
cannot
referee
that the one
440 men. In last year's State
reason
to
leading
Both
Robbins.
was always pushed by
for the record but failed in his attempt.
second; Goddard third. Time
Hardison
and
tripping
quarter
pushing,
of
the
for
bit
qualified
every
watch
Meet,
McKiniry
men drew away front the other entries
alrun
yd.
1000
the
won
secs.
easily
Black
15.4
game.
a
in
occur
that
offenses
other
mile finals.
and opened a wide gap. They were nearly
• • • •• •
tho Shaw and Percival were right on his
High hurdles-Won by Hathaway;
The freshman track team will have a
neck and neck coming down the home
second; Goddard third. Time
heels.
Morgan
regame,"
some
was
that
''Whew,
hard job to replace Horace Drummond,
stretch. but Whitten's greater experience
of the frosh showed his who has also been declared ineligible. 6.4 secs.
Bill Kenyon after his
Drummond
Coach
marked
he
as
a
air
finished
the
in
ace
snapped
Bruce Ashworth
counted, and the Bobcat
Discus-Won by Fickett ; Rogers secfreshman hoop artists had withstood lie- worth by winning the mile event and ty- Drummond is by far the best freshman
won the ski jump against Bates
bare three yards ahead of Robbins. ClayFavor third. 121 ft.
Both
when
ond;
out
event.
mile
two
won
and
rally
the
in
minute
first
for
last
ing
bron's
two miler in school and has a victory over
ton Hardison crossed the line 3rd for
Javelin-Won by Fickett ; Coggins sen by Green. the gun climaxed the melee. Beads of of these races were thrilling with the out- Harry Booth checked to his credit.
run-Wo
ski
e
Five-mil
teamhis
Maine and was followed in by
Maine; Carpenter, Bates, second; Davis, perspiration rolled down Kenyon's fore- come never certain until the end. Saunond : Cobb third. 169 ft.
mate, Vin Ashton.
Maine, third; Elliott, Maine, fourth. Time
Hammer throw-Won by Favor; Ginas he made his way out of ders set a strong pace for the mile but
face
and
head
In the 150 yard snowshoe dash, Lew 34m. 3s.
Drumby
zals
second; Totman third.
lap
Georgetown
'35;
half
last
former
by
the
Drummond
on
The
run-Won
passed
was
Mile
1
crowd.
the
by
yards-Won
Down hill ski race. 330
Ilardison just beat out his brother ClayShot put-Won by Alley; Dawson secBates; Curtis, Bates. second; Hash may not actually participate in the mond and Booth and placed a close third. Booth second; Saunders third. Time 4:36.
Carpenter.
thrilla
was
ton for first place. The dash
Maine, third; Burati, Bates, game, but he follows every single move Drummond had no trouble in tying for
Davis
2 Mile run-Won by Drummond and ond; Jordan third. 42 ft. 9 in.
er throughout with Johnson of Bates up- fourth. Time 16s.
and his whole heart and first with Booth in the two-mile race with
make
charges
his
holding the Garnet colors. Johnson finSlalont-Won by Carpenter, Bates; Da- soul are instilled in the contest from be- Gunning quite a distance behind. Both
ished third while Win Robbins came in vis. Maine, second; Sorensen. Maine, ginning to end.
of these events were run in remarkably
fourth. Phil Parsons, football end, had third; Ashworth, Maine, fourth. Time
good time.
COLLEGE ICES
SODAS
3-5s.
12
he
when
event,
a tough break in this
Means of the varsity showed up well in
Coach Fred Brice is to have several of
Ski jump-Won by Ashworth, Maine;
tripped after being in second place with
MEALS
CANDIES
Curtis, Bates, second; Davis, Maine, the football men, who are eligible for next the broad jump by jumping over 21 feet.
but fifty yards to go.
third; Burati. Bates. fourth. Jump by year's team, practise in the indoor gym
50 yd. dash-Won by Means; Mullaney
EATS?
DID YOU SAY
Don Green successfully defended his Curtis, 40 feet.
next week. He intends to work out some '35 second. Time 5.6 secs.
the
WoDfl
he
when
title,
cross country ski
300 yd. dash-Won by Moulton; Mulnew ideas and formations and indirectly
5 mile race in 34 minutes, 5 seconds. The
to let the players get the feel of the pig- laney '35 second; Means third. Time
going was hard and each entry started
33.4 secs.
skin.
Mill St.
off a minute apart. Chick of Bates fin600 yd. dash-Won by Timberlake;
ished but three seconds behind Green's
Bud Lindsay who is training here under Wendell second; Williamson third. Time
HOME PASTRIES
time, and Davis and Elliott placed 3rd and
;;(• supervision of Coach Jenkins, is fast 1:17.
SPECIALIZE IN SANDWICHES
4th respectively for the Pale Blue.
1000 yd. run-Won by Black '35; Shaw
rounding into the shape that carried him
Though he did not attain the longest
to national fame in cross country meets second; Percival third. Time 2-21
Girls' interclass basketball started Sat- a couple of years ago. The only drawjump, Bruce Ashworth exhibited some
morning when the Seniors trounced back Lindsay seems to be fighting against.
p
urday
ski-jum
the
copped
and
form
excellent
fought
for Maine. Ashworth was a (lark horse the Juniors. The game was hard
is that he has lost some of his former
avenge
in this event. Curtis (if Bates, made the thruout, the Seniors seeking to
speed. It seems that after a layoff front
was the
longest leap with 40 feet, placing second, their defeat in hockey. Dickson
the cinders, speed is the hardest factor to
Burwhile him teammate, Burati, secured last high point scorer for the Juniors and
develop again. But Bud is working hard
rill for the Seniors.
place. 1/avis came in third for Maine.
and ought to be in the proverbial pink for
The line-up was as hollows:
the Olympic trials this summer.
The down hill ski took place over a
• • • • • •
JUNIORS
short course of 300 yards due to the lack SENIORS
ri, Moulton. Thompson
of snow. Bates secured their most points Churchill, rf
‘Vord has been received by Ted Curtis
If. l/ickson that the official starter for the Mainein this race with Carpenter leading the Burrill, If
jc. Smith Dartmouth dual track meet. scheduled for
way. urtis coming in second. Davis (of 3,1(,ingomery, jc
cg. II annaburgh March 12. will be Joe MacNamara. Maine
cg
Maine third, and Burati ending in last
rg, henry should be grateful in having secured the
15)51111 ii. Considering the p(or conditions. Noddin, rg
lg. Allen. Cushing services of one of the oldest and best
Carpenter did well to complete the course Kane. Ig
in in seconds.
A strong Frosh sextet laced the Soph- starters in New England for the big banPaul Carpenter again showed a stellar omore girls to the tune of 46-23. The ner track meet if the indoor season.
performance in the slalom to win out over Freshmen showed smooth pass work thruThe total student registration hot- the
rallied in the
Davis. Sorensen, and Ashworth.
out the game. The S.
Leif Sorensen was a big disappointment 3rd period but never threatened the pro- spring semester is 1619.
to the Maine team. Somehow, the Maine gressive Frosh. McClellan and Dunn
his usual form and he were the outstanding players for '35.
star failed to
11.Sat.. Feb. 27. 8.30
fell far loclow expectations.
The line-tip:
; 9.30
anaburgh
I
It.:
Churchill-1
Frost)
S
SOPHOMORE
The summary:
FRESHMEN
A.M.-Seniors-Erosh A.: 1.engyel - W ,-mile snowshoe race-Won by Rowe, Willard. rf
Whitten. Bates; Robbins. Maine. second:
Young. Cullllliings hams: 10.30 A.M.-Settiors-S(ph A.
4. Hardison. Maine, third; Ashton. Maine
If. Myers Burrill-Thompson.
Dunn. If
fourth. Time Ittm. 31s.
‘Ved., Mar. 2. 7.00 P.M.--Soph A.L.
by
on
jc.
jc
dash-W
McClellan.
snowshoe
150-yard
cg, Bunker Frosh A.; Rogers-I.engyel ; 8.00 I'M.Hardisi,n, Maine; C. Hardison, Maine, Johnson. cg
second; .1(,linson. Bates, third; Robbins. F. Johnson. rg
rg. Coy Seniors-Juniors; Rosters-lengyel.
Mimic. fourth. Time 21 2-5s.
lg, Milian
A. Crowley, 1g

Farnsworth's Confectionery

SENIOR CO-EDS
GET FIRST WIN

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
FOR CO-EDS ANNOUNCED
rel,. 13, 9.30 A.M. --seniors- Juniors; Officials. Lengyel-Rogers;
10.30 A.M.-Frosh A.-Soph. A.; BurrillChurchill.
Sat., Feb. 20. 8.341 A.M.-A:nosh A.Juniors: Montgomery-Burrill: 9.30 AM.
; Rogers..Th,impson:
Seniors-Soph
10.30 A.M.-Soph. 11.-Er,(sh It.: Churchill-Hanaburgh ; 7.30 P.M.---ALUM NAEPICKED MAINE TEAM; LengyelDean.
Tues.. Feb. 23, 7.00 P.M.-Soph. A.Juniors: Churchill-Noddin; 8.00 P.M., Seniors- rush A.: Lengyel - I lanahurgh.
Wed.. Feb. 24, 7.00 P.M. -Seniors• Soph A.; Rogers-Thompson; 8.00 P.M.' Juniors-Frosh A.; Burrill-Mont C, query.

Don Green winnine the five mile ski t...,
Saturday

TUFTS COLLEGE
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FRESHLY ROASTED
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SALTED
MIXED NUTS
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10c for 2 oz.
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PARK'S VARIETY
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Tel. 77

To keep telephone service in step with the
swift pace of American life, Bell System men
tackle mans' an absorbing problem, find many
an ingenious solution.
For instance, they decided that precious seconds could be saved by a chance in
long-established operating routine. The
operator used to repeat the number called
by the subscriber- now she indicates that

she understands by saving, "Thank you."
To appreciate the importance of the
second thus saved, just multiply it by the
40,000,000 conversations handled by operators on the average day.
In the telephone business, major improvements that save the subscriber's time and
give him better service often result from just
such apparently minor changes.
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Political Parties -Worn Packard Is Delegate Advancement Planned THREE INJURED WHEN
Bicentennial ConBy New 5 Year Plan
SNOW BREAKS GLASS
Out Itackets--Thomas Tovocation
at G.W.U.
N16.6:•ct.qk

Duke W. L Vulltalls

i,11.)--.k11 i.utliiie ot
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In a
ir auto accident a week ago
New York, tINSFAI—In the third ca
Bertram Ls crett Russia's new five-year phut has been anLIN. live on outworn philosophy, hand•
!:enie for this week is "The Foot a series of nation-wide
yesterday.
Edward Johnson, '34, WilJ.
radio addresses on me-down slogans and
pathetic appeals to Packard. All .A411111111s of the Univ ersity main:ed. It includes:
i.the Pretzel." College student. "What Youth Can Expect front My ParSpruce,
'32,
frid
and Miss Florence Johnthe memory of great men oi the past who oi Maine. and miss it member of the Board
A speedier rise in living standard, than
,-ral fail to realize that lack of pret ty," sponsored by the National Student I would not want to recognize the parties
son. Secretary to President Boardman, reunder
the
tirst
of
live-year plan. Technical
Trustees and the Commissioner of EdFederation, Norman Thomas. Socialist
which claim them. It appears that you
•. the diet is one oi the principa
industry. transpvirtativat ceived cuts and scratches about the face
ucation at Augusta. Maine. will represent reconstruction
leader, declared: "Modern capitalism has!
must support the Democratic Party withcurling shirt collars. No man.
and
agrienIture
Increase the output of front broken glass.
collapsed, but may be a long time dying:,
out knowing what program it will adopt the University. of dame at the Bicenten- machinery by at least three 3llt1 a half
!- beast Call be successful with a
The party iit three were Oil the was to
international socialism is the only wayH at its next
convention. I 4:an assure you nial Convocation of The George WAsh- (Mies that of the tirst tIVe-)ear
Note the bend of a really
out and the only alternative to war, catasBangor
about
o'clock in the evening,
that neither it nor the Republican Party ington University to be held in Constitu- SolVe the cattle breeding problem. In• , pretzel. Note the bend of two
trophe and chaos."
Wilirkl Spruce driving. About half-way
will
adopt
any
pretzels.
note
Now
bend
program
the
equal to the emer- tion Hall. the auditorium of the Daugh- creaw the i til ...input by (No anti a haii
..„ity
there, the large Bangor snowplow came
There might be "some negree of recov-; gency.
three times. Produce 250.000,01.11i tons
, unds of high quality pretzels. By
ters of the .Anwrican Revolution, on the
:thing plowing the snow directly acniss
of coal as against 90,000,000 at present
you should be able to pick the ery." especially in this country, front the
"Socialism has to offer to youth or to
the road. The sniiw IThe high eniiugh
exciting oi February 22.
Build from 25.000 to 30,000 new kilvauedefect in the bend, curve, and present evainomic depression, but it wiiuld the middle-aged a philosophy, a point of
crush the glass in the windshield of the
to
be
short-lived
In
honoring Geiirge Washington on ters of new railroads, and
and attended by changes siew. an idea, a vision.
the darn things. Now just try to
completely re- car, sprinkling glass over
almost a religion
the occupants.
which
Mr.
Thomas
said
this
would
OCCa".10M
be
essenin
a
representatives
a
with
shirt
curlof colleges organize railway transixirtation. Reach.
arsell to wear a
world of confusi,in. cynicism and
Miss Johnson received a deep cut over
tiallyso:aalistic
in
character and trend.
doubt. That philosophy is a philosophy of and universities througluitit the country' by 1937, an animal electric output
Your conscience and esthetic
100,
.:
the left eye, Edward Johnson a cut over
"Other econianic systems have had their cooperation; it is the conviction that and the
pretzel curves won't let you. You
•
Department of Superintendence 000,000 K \V. as against 17.000,010 in 1,132. his right eye. and Mr. Spruce received
.yar a shirt with a straight collar crimes and follies." he asserted, "but only peace, plenty and freedom can be had in of the National EdUCati011 ASMICiati011.'
uuts and scratches,
Howard Lloyd Hewelling, a former
•
Pont wear a shirt at all. You of modern capitalism can it be recorded a fellowship of free men 1,l'ho collectively . Will
with the University foundts1 iii
that,
in
full
member
without
pos.,es,ion
shirt,
ot
own
a
so when you
and democratically and efficiently the District of Columbia
of resources ad
the University of Maine fac- 1
out
in furtherance
of Michigan as part time inIt you'll look snappy. You'll be machinery sufficient to abolish poverty. it manage land, natural resources and the of his expressed hope, bearing his name. silty, has returned as assistant professor structor.
has
but
of.
increased
English
the
principal
recipient
be
you'll
during
economic
oi
means
dinthe
if
insecurity and
spring semester,
.aid
production and
and dedicated to his educational ideals.
W-hile at the. University vif Maine, Mr.
Imitations. Is there anyone who then calmly assured its victims that they tribunal for use and not profit."
Mr. I:lessening was graduated front I Flewelliniz wrote his master's thesis on
iartmiiuth College and came here as an "Criticisms of American I.iterature in
.1 see the food value of the pretzel? starve because they had produced
••• • • •
much.
-.on's-tor ii, 1'421. Ile remained for three American Periodicals 1OO-1830," the
4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP
• ...irs and gained cigedderable i ipularit y study which he continued at the Uniser"Perhaps the most ironic commentary
,w to the delight of our cheinisPROCEEDING RAPIDLY
Ii- went to Carlton College in Minnesota sity of Michigan for his Doctor's Degree
.4-, we announce that another ele- on the collapse of capitalism" continued
I, been discovered by a chemist at the Socialist, "is the fact that Herbert I
Maine now has 3,127 4-11 Club memA bridge tournament is now being colt- tor three or four years and then to the in 1031.
State Teachers' College. Here's Hoover has been forced by events to such bers enrolled which is one-half
of last ducted by students in Oak Hall in an
•
in which he tabulated it in his lab anti-individualistic and often ill-thought- year's total membership and it also
is twice fort to determine the best players therein
out measures as his plan for farm relief, a, many as enrolled at a similar
:
date last There are four teams consisting of Ilarold
1Voman.
his crazy in.-rease of protective tariff, to year, according to Lester 11.
The finest toilet !too,ls (
Bond Street. 1.ott(hon
Shibles, state Bell and James Day,—William Butler and
-4 urrence: Found wherever man the hurt Of the world, his endless system club leader, who has summarized reports Edward Littletield—Williant Smith and
cv:-ts. Seldom in free state; with few of commissions and his more intelligent from each county.
Ralph Higgins—and Herschel O'Connell
e v. pool], the combined state is preferred. plan of a credit tiool for bank, that have
Waldo, Penobscot, :mil Kennebec lead and W"illiam Wood.
"I'L•ical properties: All tailors and been unable to save their own system even
The teams are now engaged in a series ,
respectively with 44,4. 412. and 321. CumUsually in disguised conditiirn. though bankers have been the rulers—
We carry a Dill line 4 4f their()1(1 English Lavender ; also the
berland County with 245 is already on of eliminations, and the one which wins
.osered with film of cinupiisite ma- and what blind, short-sighted and greedy- ,
the heels of Kmix-Lincoln with 251. York the highest number of points in ten rubtless 1'44 41141 Street ;11141 ire-his odors
Balks at nothing and may freeze rulers—of the era of wild speculative and •
Cttttttty with 230 members enrolled has! bers will be declared the winner.
pit-nt's notice. Ifowever, melts spurious prosperity which, preceded and
almost three times the enrollment IlVer
Eddie Littlefield is the manager
the
when properly treated. Very bitter if not partly caused the present crisis.
the same date last year. Somerset had I contest and if Hannibal Handin residents
u•cd.
"Our major political parties, to the I seven last year at this time, but now they desire an inter-hall
contest they may ar-Chemical properties: Very active. extent that they are not just plain rack- have 134.
range it with hum.
great atinnty for gold, silver,
1.:at:tann, and precious stones. Violent
rya it ii when left alone. Able to absorb
,•\;,'71`1 e ii44K1 at ally time. Sometimes
pressure. Turns green when
la-side a better looking specimen.
- %cry rapidly. Fresh variety has
1,..ry great magnetic attraction."
•• * • * •

Oak Hall Bridge Fiends
Commence Long Grind

•t

NICIIOLS (DRUG STORE

Lond,a1 Bridge is falling &mit and bereplaced lw auction bridge. Checkers,
and piccolos are no longer
I.y our illustrious freshmen in Oak
P.for they have emulated Culbertson
are waging a hot and heavy bridge
t-urnament. It is to be hoped that the
,•.r.petiti.ai will not result in much dama- such al, affair did at Dalhousie
ms.•!--lly in Halifax last month. when ;
rIei players in the students' smoking
7••Ii,. finding IP/
taik large pi::ma-. of classes of long ago and placed ,
them on their knees. Kings and jacksl
thrown diiwn oin the faces of kings
.0A jacks of the past year until of the 14
itirv• that were on the wall at the be., -f the episode only live remained.
•• • • • •
It an order for patent leather
-:111- and cheese cbith shawl, and let's
.-it 'than team into practice. Atli.• at the University of ()regal has'.
.1t•rtr•I that Mtmlefll athletic (Ialleillg
• .6 Ql-eal muscle building activity-.
They
ITII,.iut
'"iee a week 10 get their Terp,iCxercise (Mt there. Turn ian ,iiir
'it,• olice a week on Alumni l'ield iii
in this fiirm if amusement awl
•• etaniktand
be tilled to over-

a-Innately, perhaps, we won't hear
- and Ghantli" for when the great
It
was in England recently awl
our beef-eating pals 4.ffereil to
••'• lam with a tine set of false teeth I
'itely refused. Sit l'eps4i-lent didn't ,
porchase a statement from him and
try hi graft him into the famed
,Irk act.
an the reserves and close down
colleges in the ciaintry. Charles
nos dist fir the t.amtait holy ,
a• ant alticed the discos-cry of the
a girls keen tip.'it ediigating their
inake no etTiirt at making tlwmiltractive. Such a ialamity. In
, hatter ala an education Iirav es
1 1,,r,1 t aught hitt' to stay up
it I ‘
,•te time, illre•• more tidily, be
es-ea. wiirk iii spasms, and imagine
job paying less than
la r
!!..aith shindif
it
at t

you.,,
f the
V the
oper -

was afraid Grandfather
would be
flll

E'S rather a bossy oh darling,
and I didn't know how he'd
like the idea of my smoking.
"The first time I lit a Chesterfield
in front of him, he sniffed like an
old war-horse...and I braced myself
for trouble. But all he said was,
'That's good tobacco, Chickabiddy:
"You know Grandfather raised
tobacco in his younger days, so he
knows what's what.I don't,ofcourse
—but I do know that Chesterfields
are milder. It's wonderful to be
able to smoke whenever you want,
with no fear you'll smoke too many.

"And it doesn't take a tobacco
expert to prove that Chesterfield
tobaccos are better. They taste bet...that's proof enough. Never
ter.
too sweet. No matter when I smoke
them ...or how many I smoke...
they always taste exactly right.
'They must be absolutely pure...
even to the paper which doesn't
taste at all. In fact...as the ads
say...'They Satisfy!'"

•Wrapped In Du Pont Number 300 Molstur•-proof
Cellophane ...the best and most •xpensIve mode:

..nie again we find that if we try
any• milre we'll be IT the page
mil
'lit foe able to read it anyway. so
Willy Pridoplasm
!, are playing our sub-theme song,
Feed the Baby Garlic So We can
Him in the Dark", we'll impart a
•ound advice to the
• forget, the poor fish may- prove

provee and
in just
.
44 -^

DANCE PROGRAMS
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• locers of Fine Printing
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.
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CMIESTERFIELD'S
RADIO PROGRAM
Nat 4hilkret..1 Orciteqra and
Alex Gray, well-known sniniml.,
will entertain you over the
I "himilia Gia.t•to-Coaxt NetMot k esery night. except Sunat 1030 E S.T.

THEY'RE MILDER • • THEY'RE PURE • • THEY TASTE BETTER • •

Sette,V7

'THE MAINE CAMPUS
HYPNOSIS BANNED
AT ALLEGHENY
Meadville. Pa. IIP)—When ins
of two co-eds placed under hypnotic influence at Allegheny College here failed to come out of the
spell for some time, Miss Adaleric
linwie, dean of women, placed a bal.
on further experiments of the kind
at the college.
The demonstratinn, with Miss
Marion Sleeman as a subject was
reported to have been conducted by
David Whitsett in a psychology
class. It is said that when he attempted to bring his subject out of
the trance he failed to do so for
three-quarters if an hour.

BANQUET USHERS IN KAPPA
i.aGES1 ENT
'1
N NOR
DELTA PI
ANNOUNCED
Covers were laid for fifteen at the PeThe engagement of Miss Mildred E
Valley Country Club on Monday
mibscot
recenthas
O'Connor
limas- to Charles E.
members of a newly functioning
as
night
ly been announced. Miss Guay is a gradsociety, Kappa Delta Pi, made
honorary
the
in
School
High
Town
Old
uate of
the success of the organization.
fur
toasts
,
colbusiness
class of 1927. She attended
At the conclusion of the banquet, Dr.
lege in Augusta in 1930 and is now secreChadbourne was presented with a
tary to the Department of Animal Indus- Ava
in appreciation of her work in
bouquet
try in the College of Agriculture.
a society possible.
Charlie O'Connor, of Millinocket. is a making such
initiation and installation
Previously.
member
a
is
'32,
member of the class of
taken place. Although
had
ceremonies
of the Senior Skull Society, holds the state
national president, was
McCracken,
Dr.
the
of
president
was
record,
broad-jump
Chadbourne, herself
Dr.
attend,
to
unable
editor
MC.... for two years, was sports
14 the national organization.
of The CJinpus, v..as head proctor of the a member
proceedings in a satisfacmen's dormitories last year, was president , conducted the
manner.
tory
of the Athletic Association. was a trustee,
of the Book Store, was president of Sigma
S. A. E. SLEIGH RIDE
With flying and ground school scholarAlpha Epsilon. is as a varsity debater for
Saturday evening the S. A. E. fraternity ships totalling $7,245 in cash value, a
several years, is a member of Phi Beta
ride and its informKappa, and is now Assistant Dean of held its annual sleigh
aiming college stuGrange Hall. nationwide competition
Stillwater
the
at
dance
al
Men.
W. E. Boeing
Annual
Third
the
for
dents
their
and
members
At five-thirty, the
with Aviation Scholarships offered at the Boefillet
hay-racks
three
in
guests,
RUSHES
C111 OMEGA
Stillwater where a hearty ing School of Aeronautics, Oakland,
With over fifty persons in attendance straw, left for
awaited them.
supper
bean
baked
valiant
a
Calif., was opened recently.
made
Sorority
Omega
the Chi
Later, they adjourned to the grange
attempt at rushing freshettes last Sunday
The first prize award will be the full
orchestra furafternoon in the Y.W.C.A. in Bangor. A hall where Smith Ames'
Boeing Master Pilot ground and flying
for a lively dance. -Bob"
scholarship covering 204 hours of flying
skit was given by Meritta Dunn and Dolly nished music
the committee.
Dunphy. who used corduroys and pipes to Simsion was chairman of
and 924 hours of ground school instrucMrs. McColassume an air of collegiate sophistication. Mr. and Mrs. Hitchner and
tion at the school. This course requires
chaperoned.
lum
Louise
Diwothy Blair, Rachel Adams,
nine months for completion and its tuitinn
Hill. and Eugenie Austin also entertained
value is $5,275. Second, third and fourth
A. 0. PI PARTY
with dancing and singing. Decorati.InS
award winners are offered a choice of the
In a surge of rushing and in the hope Boeing Master Mechanic course, the Boeconsisted of cardinal and straw on the
of increasing their numbers Alpha Omi- ing Master Pilot ground course or the
tables.
cron Pi Sorority staged a rushing party Boeing Private Pilot ground and flying
in K. of P. Hall in Old Tiiun Tuesday Course.
DELTA TAU INFORMAL
night. The program was a ninck radio
dance
informal
an
held
Delta
Tau
!Wm
broadcast made up by the co-eds. A lobValentine
last Saturday in the form of a
Cecil G. Fielder has returned to the
attraction.
party. The house was decorated with ster supper was an added
University after spending a week in
the party and
ciIi red lights and valentines. During in- About fifty persons enjoyed
Chicago.
the comtermission ice cream and cake were Mariiin Dickson was chairman of
mitteee in charge of the affair.
served.
The chaperons were Mrs. Shea. and Mr.
KAPPA SIG INFORMAL
and NIrs. William Kenyiin. The chairby over forty couples Kappa
Attended
FitzMillard
as
is
ciimmittee
man of the
gerald. Music was furnished lv Frankie Sigma Fraternity held an informal dance
at their chapter house last Saturday eveShea's orchestra.
ning. The house was decorated in a Valentine's Day theme. Mr. and Mrs. StanLAMBDA CHI INFORMAL
Twenty couples were entertained at a ley Wallace and Mrs. Webster chaperMaine
oistume Bum Party held at the Lambda oned. Music was furnished by the
Collegians, who played the week before
Chi Alpha Miuse Saturday evening.
Mr. and NIrs. Freeman. Mr. and Mrs. for the Phi Kappa party.
Jenness, aml NI rs. McDonough diaperBETA KAPPA INFORMAL
Beta Kappa held an informal Valentine
gave several
Pat Iluddilston's on
party at their chapter house last Friday
novelty numbers during the evening.
night with about taenty couples in attendance. Music for the affair was furnished
DANCE
The stag dance last Friday night was by Clyde Lougee's orchestra. The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Deering
gisen by the !Lime ECI 41.emit• Club.
The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Jen- and Mrs. Jennie Swum. The immittee
ne.. and Mr. and Mrs. Freeman. Drusil- in charge of the atTair consisted of: Curt
la Roderick and Melba Gifford were the Fisher, Shorty Mcl.ean, and Jim McLean.
committee in charge.
pin GAM \lc p u.er y
Pat Iludililsbin furnished the music.
With ten cimples in attendance a sic- ,
'341, has returned to the Mita party was given last Friday night
Sylvia
UMversity to study after haying recently by Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity. Ben
I Reuel Webb were in charge
m Bost,iii wit Ii the St rat - Woo/I
hven
party.
the
actors.
on
of
Ciimpany
A'.
ford on
,

Aviation Scholarships
Offered To Students

DISCUSS JESUS
AT CONFERENCE

BATH TO LAST TWO
WHOLE YEARS
Oxford, England—I IP)—Baths
haven't bothered the early English
stained glass in Menton College
(halm, here for some time. It is to
get its first cleaning since 1700,
and sonic of the glass hasn't been
touched since 101. But, get a load
of this, the bath it's going to get
now will take two years. The glass
is so valuable that the cellar in
which the bath is to take place is
locked and guarded constantk

program of student aid at Maine.
In this direction, the alumni office
already compiled a survey covering
the colleges in Maine and all the st

The committe handling this subject
student aid includes the following alti•
the university: Chairman, W.
I Patten '91, C. H. Sampson '04, H. i
Burden '11, T. E. Fairchild '16, NI:
Elizabeth Bright '18, and C. E. Crossla!
17. The first meeting of the committ,
was held at the Boston City Club, 11,,,t,
on January 20.

Discussing sarious aspects of
its importance, and how it affects an individual's life, a group of about thirtyfive faculty members and students met
with Thomas 1.. Harris, Religious Adviser of Harvard University, Saturday afternoon at the Penobscot Valley Country
i Professor Paul la Bray, of the chemiClub.
try departnient. left Monday to attend t1',
Beginning in the afternoon with a talk
, annual convention of the Technical Ass,
tne
1.0:111 tunas and scholarships
iy Harris followed by open discussion ot
dation of the Pulp and Paper Industriepoints which he had raised, the conference University of Maine have been receiving
The meeting took place on the 16-17 and
took time out at four o'clock for recrea- special attention during the past few
today in New York City. Professor Bra:.
tion until dinner time. In the evening months, as an alumni committee on stu-!
will return tomorrow.
Ilarris again spoke and followed his talk
workl
The
function.
to
has
begun
aid
dem
by leading an open discussion of pertinent
The following articles have been broug, cii this committee includes a survey of the
questions of religion.
to the Registrar's office and will be r,
Mr. Harris, a graduate of Cambridge, loan fund and scholarship situation in turned upon identification: A Director.,
University in England, spent the week- Maine and New England, with special of the Public Schools, Buffalo, N. Y.; a
end at the University leading discussions! emphasis placed upon a report recom- blue and silver compact; a Pocket Ben
at various points on the campus.
mending to the General Association steps watch; gold signet ring; a brown silk
Among those attending the Saturday! to he taken in establishing a minimum plaid scarf.
sessions were: Wilbur flagan, Ruth
Walema, Francis Ricker, Leon Sasagc.
Dorothy Davis. N. C. Laffer, Registrar
James A. Gannett, Francelia Dean, Professor J. H. Waring, Dean Paul Cloke,
BRUNSWICK RECORDS
Professor William J. Sweetser, George
E. Osgood. Robert Shear', Neil CalderAll the Latest
wood. Ethne Worcester, Donald Stewart,
Howard Stevens, Miss Edith Wilson,
SONG AND DANCE HITS
Estelle Burrill, Nlargaret Churchill,
Are Nosy Obtainable at
Charles Crossland, Edward DeCourcy,
Charles O'Connor. Miss Helen fleye.
Professor F. H. Steinmetz, John Mee,
Arnold Menton. Lawrence Huot, Hildreth Montgomery. Craig Welch, Edward Patten, and Cecil G. Fielder,

Alumni Office Working
On Loan Fund Problem

W. A. Mosher's
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-In business 1,,r \ 'tir. heilith“

Findlen's
University Pharmacy
THE RENAL!
Mame 21.13

• rushing
:cvs- fresh
Chi Orn
Iteta Phi fol
The pledges
Chi Omega:
Lee Blackini
ning, Bangor
Winnifred Cot
ley, Biddeford
Marjorie Chu
Felix. Nlillino
.\rlington his
vison.
Delta Delta I
Margaret A
I fodgman. Fos
R
Springs; Jean
berta Lewis,
l..!la Rowe, Ba
Guilford; Bet

Omicro
..ginia Tr
Lachouse, Bid
(moo; Wilma
Ilinchall '34, 1
Phi Mu:
Jean Stanle
earet Young,
1:,,rt Kent; NI
na ; Vivien NI,
l'i Beta Phi :
Ruth I.ibby,
Turner; Vitae
Colson. Guilfc
Readfield Dep
Isle; Orrissa I
Nlorray '34, I
I:, -en '34. Ne
1)e'ta Zeta:
'ollern Mat

"Ii sear

GIRL
HELF
animal
e, mrnT.
Amstirs. Tibiae Oa

WATCH NEXT WEEK'S CAMPUS

Maine Bear

The we
fo

t111

C4omplex

of a

Chi 01
T(

:seven stude
ourses for thi
:- one of the
Tliose obtainir
.arthur A.
1) Brown '33
:and '33, Banc
ngton. I)el.
Warren, Laui
mouth, and RI
Nliss Walent
taken in class
Passed up by
tion, mire diff
taken the regu
!tas the distinc
-,Isistently ii
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.11 ..1,1C11, Ii' it em cr, tor false optimism is
I. tools:
dangerous. The solution of European
insarinamern t ouned
,.,,,•spondent
pniblems is confronting the conference
before that i it the Manchurian crisis, and
the
W ith drab seriousness indicative of
upin the ability if France and
iminths
laboriiius deliberations lying rests Is
g Central
ahead. the World Disarmament Confer- liermany to agree come
eme commenced sessions at Geneva. Only .1 Europe and armament status, and upon
to
camera lights. of the is illingness id the United States
the presence
radio micri'phones. of a large number iii cooperate fully in the settlement of the
issues invol ved.
press representatises XIII of the general
public gine a hint of the importance of the
It is constantly urged here that college
historical event in progress. Wish faces students be made to realize immediately
inscrutable. as at the Council meeting last that in case of failure they face annihilaFriday. NV. W. Yen of China and Na. tion uithin thirty years. Participanini in
''take Sato of Japan gase little sigh iii the political life with a constant demand for
severe strain of the past week. M iss constructive diimestic and foreign policies
Andre Tanheu is essential if the present generation is mit
NVooley. Hugh
and Dna. Granili vi Cre 111..1 easily rec,iss- tii lie swept into amither catastrophe. Oa.
lilted by the eager spectators.
leises al (lie supply the intellectual and
(hi the liasis ii the excellent draft moral leadership sufficient to rescue hi/ treaty Imisided
the ciiniereme after maim y .
I.iberal Clubs, International
scar• if c:ireful preparatS 41. It Is lot os•itile Relations I iroups, and Christian .1...sot-lathat technical limitation or reduction mat iniii5 11111St a••UIlle re•poIl•Ihml It ii'r such
be achiesed Ttu. i 011)Ch hope should be endeavor.

Mat]

universities in New England. From tl.
a clearer view of the university loan fur.
and scholarships has been obtained ti
has been possible in the past.

CI

SUCCESS OF GENEVA CONCLAVE
LIES LARGELY IN COOPERATION

$454.9
Send

r

HOT TA/AALEI
Lupe landed in Hollywood with
onsi Ione dollar and no part to
ploy . . . tut now she has nine
fur coats, IS canaries, the world's
loudest lounging pajamas, and
dozens of men go-ga about her
... We hope you lilied her in
this M-G-M PICTURE."THE CUBAN
LOVE SONG," as mach as we
did. tupst•s been a LUCKY fan
for two years . . . There was no
- what is politely celled "financial consideration" for her trothmen,. Gracia', Lisps,

"No harsh irritants for Lupe. I'm a LUCKY fan. There's
no question about it —LUCKIES are certainly kind to
my throat. And hurrah for that improved Cellophane
wrapper of yours—it really opens without a tug-o'.war—thanks to that tab."

Your Throat Protection — against irritation— against cough
And hioistor•-Proot Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE-60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose
gossip of today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday revising over N. B. C. networks.
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